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PLOT- CONSTRUCTION in THE MAYOR OF CASTERBRIDGE 

BY HARDY 

Many  Critics  including Prof. L Abercrombie , after converging on a dominant 

viewpoint ,  have consensually divided the novels of Thomas Hardy into two 

forms: the dramatic and the epic. In a dramatic novel there are a number 

important characters and the action arises out of the conflict of these actions.  

Epic Novel is the story of a single person. There is no sub-plot as in dramatic 

novel. The main interest centres round- the career of the hero or heroines. Tess 

of the D’Urbervilles and Jude  the Obscure are the two important Epic Novels  of 

Thomas Hardy. 

Following Henry Fielding’s footsteps, Thomas Hardy constructed the plots of his 

novels. Hardy’s novels have a structure, a design, a plan, a framework which is 

definite, not loose. These plots are dramatic in quality, nothing superfluous and 

unrequired for is inserted in them. There is much in them that is sensational, 

melodramatic and unreal. 

An architect by his early training, Hardy gives to his novels a design that is 

architectural and  builds it as a mason or an architect builds a house. The 

Architectonics of Hardy have been universally praised, Architectonic is a word 
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taken from architecture. His plots have a beginning, a middle, and an end. Often 

he opens a story with a man going along a road. His narratives are conducted 

slowly at first, lateron  the plot begins to move with an increasing momentum.  of 

fate. Hardy has the incomparable gift of a story-teller, that of making his stories 

interesting. The interest of his stories is remarkably maintained from the 

beginning to the end. Effective use is made of suspense and surprise, of hope and 

hopelessness, of chance and incident. The ‘rustic chorus’ forms a kind of 

underplot and serves to dispel the tragic gloom when it begins to grow too 

painful, or to relieve tension by contrast. However, this comic undercurrent does 

not mar the tragic impression; it is skilfully blended with the main tragic story.  

The Mayor of Casterbridge(1886), one of Hardy's most renowned and  most 

unified works, focuses almost entirely on the rise and fall of Michael Henchard. 

Even the sub-plots of the book include Henchard. . Even when whole chapters are 

devoted to Donald Farfrae, Lucetta Templeman, Elizabeth-Jane, or some of the 

minor characters, Michael Henchard's strength of character lingers on each page . 

And indeed, this is how it should be, for Hardy subtitled his novel A Story of a Man 

of Character. 

The plot develops in a typical bell-shaped curve. The first chapters introduce the 

main characters and give a flashback to reveal how Henchard sold his wife and 

daughter. Once Susan returns to Casterbridge, the rising action begins, as 

Henchard meets with one challenge after another. His main concern, however, is 

to hide his past so his good reputation and fortune in Casterbridge will not be 

lost. The climax occurs in the courtroom scene when the 'furmity woman' exposes 

his past. From that point forward in the novel, the falling action shows a series of 

events that rapidly lead Henchard into losing everything, including his good name, 

his business, his home, and his daughter. The conclusion centers around 

Henchard's pathetic death and will and Susan's ironic attempt to find him and ask 

forgiveness. 

A single main setting further unifies the plot. The action, except for the first two 

chapters, takes place in Casterbridge. Additionally, The closeness of all the main 

characters helps to strengthen and unify the plot. For example, Henchard has a 
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relationship with Lucetta, who also has a relationship with Farfrae. At the time 

that Lucetta first flirts with Farfrae, Elizabeth-Jane is seeing him.  

Many of the chapters are filled with dramatic scenes, especially the ones in the 

courtroom where the 'furmity woman' exposes Henchard's past, where Henchard 

is reading his letters aloud to Farfrae, where the skimmity-ride takes place, and 

where Henchard attempts at a reconciliation with Elizabeth-Jane on her wedding 

day. Each of these scenes is filled with a sense of pathos to draw the tragic novel 

together. 

Throughout the novel, a motif is  formed by a repeated, detailed descriptions of 

the inhabitants, neighborhoods, and architecture of Casterbridge. The reader is 

made to vividly see the Ring, the two bridges, the courtroom, and Mixen Lane. 

Hardy also uses an omniscient narrator, who gives his own comments on 

characters and situations, to control the pace of the plot. 

Although the main and subsidiary plots are realistically portrayed, Hardy uses a 

great deal of coincidence in The Mayor of Casterbridge. Susan's return after 

eighteen years, the reappearance of the 'furmity woman'," and Newson's return 

are glaring examples of improbability. These coincidences emphasize Hardy's 

belief that man is not in control of his own destiny, but is ruled by Fate. 

In all of Hardy's novels, character, society, nature, chance, fate and coincidence 

are responsible for the tragic human situation. In The Mayor of Casterbridge 

character plays a far greater role than Fate in bringing about Henchard's tragedy. 

Henchard's misfortunes result from his own deeds and actions. Though Fate plays 

an important role in the story, Henchard's character plays a much greater role.  

When the story opens, the reader sees that Henchard, in a drunken state, sells his 

wife and child. Twenty years later, his past sin takes a toll on him in the shape of 

the 'furmity woman' who accelerates his 

downfall by revealing the wife-selling episode to the townspeople of casterbridge. 

Henchard’s jealousy also estranged his best friend Farfrae. Moreover, Henchard 

does not treat Elizabeth-Jane much better than he treats Farfrae. When he learns 

that Elizabeth-Jane is not his biological daughter, he becomes very cold towards 
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her. Furthermore, Fate, in the guise of coincidence, has a greater impact on 

Henchard's fortunes. Had Susan not returned, Henchard might have married 

Lucetta and lived peacefully for the rest of his life. When Henchard finally accepts 

Elizabeth-Jane, he becomes dependent on her for love. Fate intervenes again, and 

Newson appears on the scene and Henchard like before becomes alone. Although 

the reader sees the arbitrary and pernicious workings of Fate upon the destinies 

of man, Hardy also implies that Henchard and Lucetta are responsible for their 

own destinies. 

In conclusion, it can be said that the comparative abundance of coincidences, 

returns from the past, secret letters, and the likedoes not create the impression 

that Hardy has mismanaged his realism. There are many realistic elements in the 

novel. One critic sees in the sequence of events the working out of a scheme of 

retribution by an outraged moral order in the universe. Another sees in Henchard 

an astonishingly perceptive treatment of the character unconsciously bent on his 

own destruction, in this anticipating the findings of modern psychology.  

An eminent critic has said that the plot of The Mayor of Casterbridge, by Thomas 

Hardy, can often be confusing and difficult to follow, primarily because of the 

presence of many digressions, unnecessary details and over-repititions.   
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